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In case you haven’t heard, e-Commerce is booming and continues to grow at a 
steady rate despite expert predictions that it will level off. 
 
Many online retailers can expect to experience annual sales growth in the double and even triple 
digits.  As a result, being busy probably seems to be par for the course. 

As an entrepreneur, it’s easy to bite the bullet and just accept that being busy is a way of life. But 
it’s more important than ever for you to not just work hard, but work smart. 
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How much time do you or your valuable employees spend managing the daily menial 
tasks involved in fulfillment and order shipping? What else could you focus on if you 
could win back that time?  What projects could you finally finish?
Managing fulfillment and order shipping tasks yourself usually turns out to be a big 
waste of time.

Do you find yourself spending too much time on the following tasks?
• Inventory Management
• Warehouse Planning and Organization
• Ordering/Maintaining Shipping Supplies
• Keeping Warehouse and Shipping Spaces Clean and Well-Organized 
• Negotiating and Managing Shipping Contracts
• Hiring, Training and Managing Staff
• Picking Orders
• Packing Orders
• Verifying Addresses
• Developing Return Processes
• Managing Returns
• Customer Service

Menial tasks keep you from doing the things that really matter.
Even worse, spending time on fulfillment and shipping prevents you from engaging in 
the high impact activities that have the biggest impact on your bottom line. For emerging 
brands and entrepreneurs, the old sayings really do apply: “Time is money” and “Time 
is the most valuable commodity.” Your newfound free time will quickly add up. 

Stick to what you do best and outsource the rest
You didn’t start your own business so you could become a shipping and fulfillment 
expert. Instead, feel confident handing off the logistics to teams that know how to do it 
and do it well.

1 You do not have enough time – for anything
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While you may not have expected it, for e-Commerce businesses shipping costs 
are often one of your biggest expenses. 

Are you shipping to international, domestic, regional and local destinations? 

What are the pros and cons of doing this?

What are the exact dimensions of your packages?

What types of materials do your packages contain? It’s enough to overwhelm anybody!

When you outsource your shipping, the more 
you ship, the less you pay. 
The best way to make sure you are getting the 
lowest shipping rates possible is to ship on the 
account of a third party provider. Fulfillment 
providers have the advantage of shipping millions 
of packages each year, which they combine with 
their expertise in shipping to negotiate with carriers 
and offer the absolute lowest rates to you. 

Bonus of working with a third party provider:
Access to shipping insurance, which further reduces your costs. 
Shipping supplies like boxes, envelopes and packing materials as part of their fulfillment 
services. 
No more worrying about sourcing, purchasing and keeping stocks of shipping supplies 
from cluttering your office or home.

You can’t put a price on peace of mind.
When you work with a third party logistics provider, you can be assured that your 
business is getting the absolute lowest rates available on your shipping and related 
costs. Not to mention knowing your fulfillment and shipping is a well oiled machine gives 
you the freedom to focus on the things that matter. 

Your shipping rates are expensive.2

One of the most frustrating 
things about managing 

shipping costs is the 
multitude of ever-changing 
dynamics that are used to 

determine the costs.

tweet this!
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Your fulfillment space or warehouse is a 
disaster zone.3

If your fulfillment space 
looks like a disaster 
area, it’s probably time to 
consider outsourcing your 

fulfillment. 

When it comes to managing fulfillment staff, there are numerous aspects that can drain 
your time. 

     Businesses struggle with finding, training and retaining quality warehouse staff. 

     The need to ramp up staff during peak periods.

     Managing staff members on a consistent basis.

Due to their size and ongoing volume of work, third party logistics providers often 
have a more experienced and consistent staff.

Unfortunately, this often leads to over-packed and poorly 
organized spaces. Which in turn increases the likelihood 
of errors during the fulfillment process. A third party 
logistics provider can give retailers access to as much 
space as is needed to store merchandise. 

They also have the expertise needed to organize in a 
manner that will keep your products safe and clean and 
easily accessible for warehouse staff to get the right 
items in the shortest amount of time.

A common mistake many online retailers make is attempting  
to save money by utilizing as little space as possible. 
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High shipping costs are losing you sales. Slow 
delivery times are losing you customers.4

It’s no secret that online shoppers visit multiple sites to get the best price.

Getting surprised by high shipping and handling costs is one of the most 
common reasons for shopping cart abandonment. But as an online retailer, it’s 
difficult to compete with the low shipping costs being offered by large competitors who 
ship high volumes.

The second most popular reason for shopping cart abandonment is slow shipping. 
A week to ten days is too much time for your customers to wait for their purchases. 
Today’s online shoppers want free or low cost shipping that gets to their door in four 
days or less.

The solution to this common dilemma is to work with a third party logistics provider 
who can offer low cost 2-day shipping via ground through a network of fulfillment centers 
located across the US. 

Even if you only spend an hour a 
day on shipping – outsourcing will 
give you back 20 hours a month! 
What more can you accomplish 
by freeing up half (or more) of an 

entire week?

tweet this!
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If you really want to make your customers angry, send them the wrong item.

30% of your customers won’t come back if their order is anything less than 100% 
accurate. It doesn’t matter if it’s the wrong color, an incorrect size or even an entirely 
different product–it looks sloppy, and like you don’t care about their business.

Here’s another unfortunate reality when it comes to wrong orders: fixing wrong orders is 
going to require even more of your precious time and it’s going to cost you more money.

You’re losing valuable customers due to 
order mix-ups.

5

The cost to fix combined with 
the cost of lost customers is 

expensive. Just a few incorrect 
orders can quickly eat up 

your profits made on double 
the amount of correct orders! 
Wrong orders are like quick 
sand: they can rapidly sink 

your business.

As we’ve seen through the examples above, 
achieving 100% accuracy in fulfillment and 
on-time shipping is no easy task – especially 
for busy online retailers who are trying to grow 
their business. 

When you have a high volume of orders the 
best way to ensure that they are shipped in a 
cost-effective manner that guarantees timely 
and accurate delivery is to work with a third 
party fulfillment provider.
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About Rakuten Super Logistics U.S.

Founded in 2001, Rakuten Super Logistics U.S. (formerly Webgistix www.webgistix.com) is 
a Rakuten, Inc. (4755: Tokyo) company and a global leader in e-commerce order fulfillment. 
Operating a strategic, nationwide network of fulfillment centers, Rakuten Super Logistics U.S. 
protects e-commerce retailers’ reputation with fast and accurate order fulfillment. The Rakuten 
Super Logistics U.S. SmartSuite of e-commerce services include SmartFill, SmartStock, and 
SmartShip Optimizer for calculating the optimal shipment method so orders are delivered at the 
lowest cost at guaranteed delivery times, and SmartFreight a turn-key freight service.

About Sadie

Sadie is a One-Stop eCommerce solution just for emerging brands. If you want to give your 
customers a reason to buy, Sadie will build and design your eCommerce website—crisp, clean 
product photography included. Check out Sadie and try out our simple and affordable product 
photography service risk-free for only $149. Schedule a free consultation with Ellen at ellen@
mysadie.co.
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